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Abstract
The detection of gravitational waves substantiates the undeniable achievement of general relativity theory by increasing its theoretical and experimental accuracy. One century after predicting it has set again Einstein's works at the front of research. Absence of quantum particle associated to gravitation emphasizes that general relativity theory remains not included in the standard model of physics. Then Einstein’s disagreement about it incompleteness regarding wave-particle and matter-field becomes actualized. In order to circumvent these difficulties he privileged field, rather than matter for universe description in his program. In consequence a scalar field \( \varepsilon(r_0,t_0) \) propagating at speed of light \( c \) yields matter from standing waves moving at speed strictly inferior to \( c \), and interactions from progressive waves. Electromagnetic interactions derive from local variations of frequencies, and gravitation from local variations of speed of light. A space-like amplitude functions \( u_0(k_0r_0) \) supplements fundamental time-like functions of classical and quantum mechanics. It tends toward Dirac’s distribution \( \delta(r_0) \) in geometrical optics approximation conditions, when frequencies are infinitely high, and then hidden.

More generally, it allows theoretical economies by deriving energy-momentum conservation laws, and least action law. Quantum domain corresponds to wave optics approximation conditions. Variations of frequencies give rise to an adiabatic constant, formally identical with Planck's constant, leading to first quantification for electromagnetic interactions and to second quantification for matter.
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1. Introduction
The last and most recent important discovery in physics was the first direct experimental detection of gravitational waves in 2016, one century after their prediction by Einstein's equations of General Relativity. It was largely reported by world mass media. As a mark of importance for the scientific community, the Nobel's prize was promptly attributed of to the contributors in 2017.

Two main features of the results were usually pointed out: the physical wave character of gravitation and the smallness of the energy detected. Both enhanced the mathematical accuracy of the Einstein's equations, and the physical validity of the theory. They confirm not only that General Relativity is not superseded upon exploration of universe, but that gravitational waves offer now means to forge a new kind of astronomy, in addition to usual electromagnetic waves.

Then, after one century of dedicated efforts, carried on by many physicists in the world, Einstein's works came into view again at the front of research. We are then incited to reexamine reasons of his disagreement with the majority of physicists of his time: they most largely admitted the quantum probabilistic approach, owing to the numerous successful results obtained from theory, experiment, and associated technology which led to the Standard Model of Particles. It gathers almost the whole present knowledge upon theoretical physics, except gravitation which has still resisted to its quantification. In a consistent system, the Standard Model describes the universe as constituted fundamentally of particles, both for matter and for interactions.

The experimental detection of gravitational waves emphasized the incompleteness of the Standard Model with regard to gravitation in two ways. In one hand, gravitation is not included as a fundamental interaction beside the three others. In another hand, no graviton, as mediating particle, was associated. The detected wave behavior derived directly from the experimental interferometric method, which is specifically used to discriminate waves...
from particles. But symmetrically, the experimental detection of gravitational waves emphasized also the incompleteness of the General Relativity equations regarding quantification and wave-particle duality.

With regard to quantification, the classical deterministic equations of General Relativity were established in 1915 before the development of the probabilistic approach of the quantum theory, resolutely opposed by Einstein afterward. In order to appreciate the preeminence he gave to the classical and deterministic approach, we notice that, almost simultaneously with his publications on relativity theories in years 1905 and 1916, he brought major contributions to quantum theory. This shows that classical and quantum properties where not dissociated in his mind. In 1905, concurrently with Special Relativity, he introduced the first quantum particle for light with energy quanta $E=\hbar \nu$, afterward designated as photon, from the photoelectric effect. In 1916, concurrently with General Relativity, he discovered the quantum stimulated emission of light in atoms (Einstein, 1916). For his contemporary physicists, the Einstein's contribution to quantum theory was more important, since he the Nobel's prize awarded him in 1921 for his introduction of the light quantum particle, and not for Special and General Relativity theories.

With regard to wave-particle duality, Einstein expressed his lack of entire satisfaction by the General Relativity theory, despite his awareness about its achievement: it was incomplete because of the coexistence of localized particles and extended fields in its equations. “One would be compelled to demand that the particles themselves would everywhere be described as singularity-free solutions of the completed field-equations. Only then would the general theory of relativity be a complete theory. ” He noticed that “The theory of relativity stresses the importance of the field concept in physics. But we have not yet succeeded in formulating a pure field physics. For the present we must still assume the existence of both: field and matter.” (Einstein, 1949). Since its equations contained the particles of matter in the right size and the gravitation field described with higher precision the left size, he used the comparison: “general theory of relativity is similar to a building, one wing of which is made of fine marble, but the other wing of which is built of low grade wood.”

In order to remedy, his successive significant discoveries convinced him that a classical extended field would play a more basic role in a unified approach of the constitution of universe. In his program, he noticed: «We have two realities: matter and field. ...We cannot build physics on the basis of the matter concept alone. But the division into matter and field is, after the recognition of the equivalence of mass and energy, something artificial and not clearly defined. Could we not reject the concept of matter and build a pure field physics? ...We could regard matter as the regions in space where the field is extremely strong. In this way a new philosophical background could be created....Only field-energy would be left, and the particle would be merely an area of special density of field-energy. In that case one could hope to deduce the concept of the mass-point together with the equations of the motion of the particles from the field equations- the disturbing dualism would have been removed... One would be compelled to demand that the particles themselves would everywhere be describable as singularity free solutions of the completed field-equations. Only then would the general theory of general relativity be a complete theory....One could believe that it would be possible to find a new and secure foundation for all physics upon the path which had been so successfully begun by Faraday and Maxwell.

Accordingly, the revolution begun by the introduction of the field was by no means finished» (Einstein, 1938).

Then, beyond the problem of completing General Relativity theory with regard to wave-particle duality, the program tends to a broader unified approach, since, according to Einstein “A theory is the more impressive the greater the simplicity of its premises is, the more different kinds of things it relates, and the more extended is its area of applicability.”

Guided by the program, its development raises many questions about thought representation, experiment, physical model, mathematical theory, and technology.

About thought representation, it is well known that Einstein was accustomed to give priority to physical models for representations, and to rely upon thoughts experiments, like for some famous controversies with Bohr. We find such physical models for representations and physical thoughts experiments, at the basis of his theories of Relativity: with the reciprocal electrodynamic motion and interaction of a magnet and a conductor, at origin of Special Relativity, and with the equivalence of gravitation with accelerated motion of bodies in free fall, for General Relativity. In both cases, the geometrical and mathematical abstract properties of the space-time occurred afterward.

From an experimental point of view, we notice that, since the 1960 years, the Einstein’s Program has been implicitly validated and implemented by the International Legal Metrology Organization when matter was replaced by field, in order to determine the standards for measures of length and time, after having served as a fundamental basis during two centuries. Nowadays the standards are based upon one particular period of an
electromagnetic wave frequency (Jefferts & al, 2015). The velocity of light in vacuum is admitted as a primary fundamental constant in physics, with its numerical value strictly fixed. By comparison, the Planck's constant is not yet considered as a primary fundamental constant for the determination of the standard for measures of mass, which is still based on matter.

About physical models, owing to the prominent role of experiment and measure in physics, the international standards for measures of length and of time lead us to banish rigid rods and material clocks, for representations of matter behaviors in space and time, on behalf of waves propagating at light velocity. More especially as electronic devices, like electronic telemeters or numerical clocks, are largely more precise than material devices.

From a technological point of view, more generally, and even implicitly, the Einstein’s Program is largely and progressively implemented, when we notice that, almost systematically, all usual material devices are replaced by numerical and electromagnetic devices.

From a theoretical point of view, following the Einstein’s program, we propose to show how the General Relativity may be completed with regard to wave-particle duality by privileging the field. More generally, it paves the way towards unification of physics by deriving some classical and quantum properties of matter and interactions. For this purpose, a scalar field $\varepsilon (r, t)$ propagating at speed of light forms a consistent system for universe description.

2. Properties of the C-Scalar Field

We restrict to summarize some equations for the properties of the c-scalar field, according to Einstein’s program, previously published, (Elbaz, 2010, 2012, 2013, 2014), in order to show how they are related to some main equations of classical and quantum mechanics, otherwise widely documented.

2.1 Kinematical Properties of Standing Fields

Starting from the d'Alembertian’s equation describing a scalar field $\varepsilon$ propagating at constant light velocity $c$, we make sure that all following results hold in the special relativist framework

$$\varepsilon = \Delta \varepsilon - (1/\sqrt{c^2}) (\partial^2 \varepsilon / \partial t^2) = 0, \quad \partial^2 \varepsilon = 0$$ (1)

It admits two kinds of elementary harmonic solutions with constant frequency $\omega_0$, with different kinematical properties: progressive and standing waves. Oscillating progressive waves, either retarded like $\cos(\omega_0 t_0 - k_0 x_0)$ or advanced like $\cos(\omega_0 t_0 + k_0 x_0)$, are in motion at light velocity $c=\omega_0/k_0$. Standing waves, with separated space and time variables, $\varepsilon_0(x_0, t_0) = u_0(k_0 x_0) \psi_0(\omega_0 t_0) = \cos(\omega_0 t_0) \cos(k_0 x_0)$, oscillate locally. They allow to define a system of coordinates at rest $(x_0, t_0)$.

They may be considered as resulting from superposition of two progressive waves

$$\cos(\omega_0 t_0 + k_0 x_0) + \cos(\omega_0 t_0 - k_0 x_0) = 2 \cos(\omega_0 t_0) \cos(k_0 x_0).$$ (2)

When, in a system of reference $(x, t)$, the frequencies of opposite progressive waves are different

$$\cos(\omega_0 t + k x) + \cos(\omega_0 t - k x) = 2 \cos(\omega_0 t) \cos(\omega_0 t)$$ (3)

where $\omega = (\omega_0 + \omega_0)/2 = k c$, and $\beta = (\omega_0 - \omega_0)/(\omega_0 + \omega_0)$. By identification with (2), they form a standing wave in motion with a speed $v = \beta c = (\omega_0 - \omega_0)/(\omega_0 + \omega_0)c$. Its frequency $\omega = (\omega_0 + \omega_0)/2 = k c$ corresponds to a rest frequency $\omega_0 = \sqrt{\omega_0 \omega_0}$, defining the Lorentz transformation between the systems of reference at rest $(x_0, t_0)$ and in motion $(x, t)$, and leading to its whole physical relativist consequences.

It can be shown that the Lorentz transformation, fundamental in special relativity, is specific of c-field standing waves, particularly through the coefficient $\sqrt{1-\beta^2}$ which becomes $(1\pm \beta)$ for progressive waves (Elbaz, 1984). The four-dimensional Minkowski’s formalism expresses invariance properties of standing waves at rest, with separated space and time variables, when they move uniformly with a speed $v$, necessarily inferior to $c$, since $\beta$ is a relative difference $v = \beta c < c$. We confirm into invariant quantities obtained from four-quantities, such as coordinates $x_0 x^0 = x_0 x_0$ or $x_0 x^1 = c^2 t_0$, and functions $u_0 u^0 = u^0(x_0)$ or $\psi_0 \psi^0 = \psi^0(t_0)$. Their space-like or time-like characters are absolute, depending of their referring coordinates defined in the rest system.

Since the functions $u_0 (k_0 x_0)$ and $\psi_0 (\omega_0 t_0)$ are independent, the frequency $\omega_0$ is necessarily constant.

$$\frac{1}{(1-\beta^2)} \Delta u_0 = (1/\psi_0) (\partial^2 \psi_0 / \partial \psi^0 \partial t^0) = -k_0^2 = -\omega_0^2 / c^2.$$ (4)

The function of space $u_0 (k_0 x_0)$, describing geometrical properties of standing waves obeys the Helmholtz’s equation at rest $\Delta u_0 + k_0^2 u_0 = 0$, becoming $\Delta u - (1/c^2) (\partial^2 u / \partial t^2) + k_0^2 u = 0$ in a moving system $(x, t)$. It verifies Bessel spherical functions solutions, and particularly its simplest elementary solution, with spherical symmetry, finite at origin of the reference system $(x_0, t_0)$. 

It can be shown that the Lorentz transformation, fundamental in special relativity, is specific of c-field standing waves, particularly through the coefficient $\sqrt{1-\beta^2}$ which becomes $(1\pm \beta)$ for progressive waves (Elbaz, 1984). The four-dimensional Minkowski’s formalism expresses invariance properties of standing waves at rest, with separated space and time variables, when they move uniformly with a speed $v$, necessarily inferior to $c$, since $\beta$ is a relative difference $v = \beta c < c$. We confirm into invariant quantities obtained from four-quantities, such as coordinates $x_0 x^0 = x_0 x_0$ or $x_0 x^1 = c^2 t_0$, and functions $u_0 u^0 = u^0(x_0)$ or $\psi_0 \psi^0 = \psi^0(t_0)$. Their space-like or time-like characters are absolute, depending of their referring coordinates defined in the rest system.
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An almost monochromatic wave can then be characterized by a frequency \( \Omega(x,t) \) almost constant by a wave with frequency \( \beta \omega \). In order to point out the constant frequency of a moving standing field, we express it as

\[
\Omega(x,t) = K(x,t)c = \beta \omega.
\]

The equations of special and general relativity are based on mass-points, as singularities derived directly from geometrical optics approximation, moving on trajectories. Consequently, for a scalar field propagating at light velocity \( v \), with constant frequency \( \omega \) and constant velocity \( \alpha \), the kinematic properties of standing waves, reduce formally to kinematical properties of isolated point-like matter.

### 2.2 Dynamical Properties of Standing Fields

Since a field \( \epsilon(\omega, kx) \) cannot extend physically to infinity with respect to space and time, one imposes usually boundary conditions exerted by matter in order to limit it. Matter behaves either as a source, which fixes the wavelength \( \lambda \) through \( k = 2\pi/\lambda \) and then the frequency \( \omega = kc \), or as a detector annealing it. In addition to its heterogeneous character, this is not felicitous from relativistic consistency, since space and time operate separately.

In order to stay in a homogeneous frame, we consider extension in space of two progressive waves with different frequencies \( \omega_1 \), \( \omega_2 \) propagating in the same direction at light velocity. They give rise to a wave packet propagating in the same direction at light velocity. It forms a main wave with frequency \( \omega = (\omega_1 + \omega_2)/2 \), modulated by a wave with frequency \( \beta \omega = (\omega_1 - \omega_2)/2 = \Delta \omega/2 \approx \Delta kc/2 \), a wavelength \( \Lambda = 2\pi/\beta k \), and a period \( T = \Lambda/c \). Since \( \beta < 1 \), the modulation wave acts as an envelope with space and time extensions \( \Delta x = \Lambda/2 \), \( \Delta t = T/2 \), yielding well known Fourier relations \( \Delta x \Delta k = \pi \) and \( \Delta t \Delta \omega = 2\pi \).

The homogenous boundary conditions for the scalar field \( \epsilon(\omega, kx) \) are represented by the Fourier relations, which must supplement d'Alembertian's equation (1), in order to emphasize that the field cannot extend to infinity with respect to space and time. When the difference of frequencies \( \beta \omega \) is very small \( \beta \omega = (\omega_1 - \omega_2)/2 = \Delta \omega/2 \ll \omega \), it can be considered as a perturbation \( \delta \omega \) with respect to the main frequency, \( \beta \omega = \delta \omega \).

An almost monochromatic wave can then be characterized by a frequency \( \Omega(x,t) \) almost constant \( \omega \),

\[
\Omega(x,t) = K(x,t)c = \omega \pm \delta \Omega(x,t) \quad \delta \Omega(x,t) = \omega \quad \omega = \text{constant. (8)}
\]

We retrieve the definition of an adiabatic variation for the frequency (Landau, 1960). Consequently, all following properties of almost fields arise inside such a process. In that framework, the necessarily constant frequency of a standing wave must be considered as the mean value, all over the field, of different slowly varying frequencies \( \Omega(x,t) \), instead of a given data. The perturbation frequencies of modulation waves propagating at light velocity \( \delta \Omega(x,t) \) behave then as interactions between main waves, yielding the mean frequency \( \omega \) to stay practically constant all over space-time (Elbaz, 2012).

Such a behavior authorizes mathematically to derive the properties of almost fields with varying frequency \( \Omega(x,t) \) from monochromatic constant mean frequency \( \omega \), through the variation of constants method (Duhamel principle). Following (8), we express it as

\[
\epsilon(x,t) = U(x,t) \exp i \phi(x,t) \quad \phi(x,t) = \Omega(x,t)t - K(x,t)x + 2n\pi,
\]

In which products of second order \( \delta \Omega dt = 0 \) and \( \delta K dx = 0 \), defined modulo \( 2\pi \), are neglected at first order of approximation. This is equivalent to take account that the boundary conditions defined by Fourier relations, are directly incorporated in almost monochromatic solutions,

\[
d\phi(x,t) = \Omega(x,t) dt - K(x,t) dx = \omega dt - K(x,t) dx \quad U(x,t) = u(x,t) \pm \delta U(x,t)
\]

According to (1) for the field \( \epsilon(\omega, kx) \), the almost solutions defined by (9) verify,

\[
\partial^2 \phi / \partial t \partial x - U \partial^2 \phi / \partial x^2 = 0 \quad \text{or}
\]

\[
\partial \phi / \partial x = 0
\]

\[
\partial^2 U / \partial x^2 - V^2 U - U \partial (\partial \phi / \partial x)(\partial \phi / \partial x) = 0
\]

\[
\partial (U^2 \partial \phi / \partial x) = 0 \quad \text{or}
\]

\[
\partial (U^2 \partial \Omega / \partial t + \nabla U \cdot (U^2 \beta K)) = 0
\]
These relations apply to progressive waves for \( \beta=\pm 1 \), to standing waves at rest for \( \beta=0 \) and in motion for \( \beta<1 \), to monochromatic waves for \( \omega \) and \( \mathbf{k} \) constant, to almost monochromatic waves for varying \( \Omega(x, t) \) and \( \mathbf{K}(x, t) \). They lead to dynamical properties for energy-momentum conservation, and to least action, principles, for standing fields and for almost standing fields (Elbaz, 1984, 2010, 2014, 2015).

For a standing wave with constant frequency \( \omega \), either at rest or in motion, equation (12) reduces to

\[
\partial u_0^2/\partial t_0 = 0 \quad \text{or} \quad \partial u_0^2/\partial t + \nabla u_0^2 v = 0 \\
\partial w^\mu = 0
\]

with \( w^\mu = (u^2, v/c, u_0^2/\sqrt{(1-\beta^2)}) \) as a four-dimensional vector. This continuity equation for \( u^2 \) is formally identical with Newton’s equation continuity for matter-momentum density \( \partial \mu/\partial t + \nabla \mu \mathbf{v} = 0 \). By transposition, we can then admit that \( u^2 \) represents the energy density of the standing field.

The centre of amplitude, with position \( x_0 \) defined by (6), as a characteristic point of a standing field, allows to determine its kinematical behavior. Then, the position \( x_0 \) of the rest energy density and \( x \) for moving energy density verify

\[
\nabla u_0^2 = 0 \\
\nabla u_2 + (\partial u_2^2/\partial t) = 0 \\
\n\pi^{\mu\nu} = \partial^\mu w - \partial^\nu w = 0,
\]

Equation (14) is mathematically equivalent to the least action principle, in which energy density \( w^\mu \) is a four-dimensional force density. Formally identical with Newton’s equation continuity for matter momentum density, \( \partial^\mu \mu/\partial t + \nabla \mu \mathbf{v} = 0 \), this is no longer true in the general relativity framework of gravitation.

For an almost standing wave, the continuity equation (12), involves the total energy density, \( W = U_0^2 \Omega = w + \delta W \), sum of the mean energy density \( w \) of the standing wave with high constant frequency \( \omega \), and of the interactions \( \delta W \) with lower varying frequency \( \delta \Omega(x, t) \). The relation (14) becomes

\[
\Pi^{\mu\nu} = \partial^\mu W^{\nu} - \partial^{(\mu} W^{\nu)} = 0 \\
\Pi^{\mu\nu} = \pi^{\mu\nu} + \delta \Pi^{\mu\nu} = 0
\]

The total energy density force \( \Pi^{\mu\nu} \) for an almost standing wave vanishes. This traduces its stability when in motion. Its total energy-momentum density four-vector \( W^{\mu} \) is directed along the constant moving velocity \( \mathbf{v} \).

By difference with the null four-dimensional density force \( \pi^{\mu\nu} \) for a standing wave, only the total density force \( \Pi^{\mu\nu} \) for an almost standing wave vanishes. In the first case, this asserts the space stability of a free, or isolated, moving standing wave, while in the second case, the space stability concerns the whole almost standing wave. It
behaves as a system composed of two sub-systems, the mean bounded standing field with almost constant high frequency $\Omega(x, t) = \omega$, and the interaction field with lower frequency $\delta\Omega(x, t)$. Each one exerts an equal and opposite density force $\pi_{\mu\nu} = -\delta\Pi_{\mu\nu}$ against the other. For the mean bounded standing wave, the energy-momentum density tensor $\pi_{\mu\nu}$ no longer vanishes in (18), as previously in (14). This comes from the mean energy-momentum density four-vector $w^\mu$, which is no longer parallel, because of the opposite density force $\delta\Pi_{\mu\nu}$ exerted by the interaction.

It appears that an almost standing field behaves as a whole system in motion, which can be split in two sub-systems, the mean standing field and the interaction field. Both are moving with velocity $v$, while exerting each other equal opposite forces in different directions, including perpendicularly to the velocity $v$. The perturbation field, arises from local frequency variations $\delta\Omega(x, t)$, behaving as interaction. It introduces orthogonal components in interaction density force and momentum.

The relations (17) generalized by constants variation method $M(x, t) = m \pm \delta M(x, t)$, becomes

$$\nabla m c^2 + \partial P/\partial t = 0 \quad \nabla \times P = 0 \quad \partial P/\partial t = -\nabla m c^2 + (\nabla P^2)/2M. \quad (19)$$

The non vanishing density force $\delta\Pi_{\mu\nu} \neq 0$ exerted by the interaction, is formally identical with the electromagnetic tensor $F_{\mu\nu} = \partial_\mu A_\nu - \partial_\nu A_\mu \neq 0$. We can set them in correspondence $\delta\Pi_{\mu\nu} = e F_{\mu\nu}$, through a constant invariant charge $e$, with $\delta M(x, t) = e V(x, t)/c^2$ and $\delta P(x, t) = e A(x, t)/c$. The double sign for the mass variation corresponds to the two signs for electric charges, or to emission and absorption of electromagnetic energy by matter. We retrieve the minimum coupling of classical electrodynamics, $P_{\mu}(x,t) = p_{\mu} + eA_{\mu}(x,t)/c$, where the electromagnetic energy exchanged with a particle is very small with respect to its own energy $eA_{\mu}(x,t)/c = \delta P_{\mu}(x,t) \ll p_{\mu}$ (Landau,1962). The electromagnetic interaction is then directly linked to frequencies variations of the field $\varepsilon(\omega t, kx)$.

Relation (19) yields the relativistic Newton’s equation for charged matter with the Lorentz force

$$\frac{dP}{dt} = -\nabla m c^2 (1-\beta^2) + e(E + v \times H/c) \quad (20)$$

**2.4 Adiabatic Invariant**

For an almost standing wave, the relation (11) leads to first order approximation to

$$[\partial U^2/\partial t + \nabla . U^2]/U^2 + \delta(\partial \Omega/\partial t + \nabla \cdot \Omega) = 0$$

or

$$(\partial, W^\nu)/W + \delta(\partial, \Omega^\nu) = 0 \quad (21)$$

with $W = w \pm \delta W = U^2 = u^2 \pm \delta U^2$ is its total energy density and $W^\nu = w^\nu \pm \delta W^\nu$ the four-dimensional energy density. $\Omega = \omega \pm \delta \Omega$ is the the frequency and $\Omega^\nu = (\Omega, \Omega v/c)$ the four-dimensional frequency. When we taking into account the double sign in frequency variation $\delta \Omega$ the relation (21) leads to

$$W^\nu = I \Omega^\nu \quad \text{or}$$

$$w^\nu = I \omega^\nu \quad \text{and}$$

$$\delta W^\nu = I \delta \Omega^\nu \quad (22)$$

The constant $I$ is an adiabatic invariant density which links the energy-momentum density $W^\nu$ of the almost standing wave with the frequency $\Omega^\nu$, and their respective small variations $\delta W^\nu$ and $\delta \Omega^\nu$ variations corresponding to interactions.

After integrating of the total energy density $W$ with respect to whole space, we get the energy $E = mc^2$ for localized matter, and the corresponding four-dimensional energy $E^\nu$ from the four-dimensional energy densities $W^\nu$. The adiabatic invariant density $I$ yields adiabatic invariant $H$. We get the relations between energy and momentum of the mean field of almost monochromatic standing field

$$E^\nu = H \Omega^\nu \quad \text{or}$$

$$E = mc^2 = H \omega$$

$$p = mv = H k \quad (23)$$

From (22) their small variations corresponding to absorbed or emitted interactions verify,

$$dE^\nu = H d\Omega^\nu \quad \text{or}$$

$$dE = c^2 dm = H d\Omega \quad dp = v dm = H dk \quad (24)$$

$$dE^\nu = d\delta E^\nu(x,t) \quad \text{or}$$

$$dE = d\delta E(x,t)$$
\[ dp = d\delta P(x,t) \]  

They are formally equivalent with quantum relations for energy-momentum of a material particle and its interactions, with the adiabatic invariant \( H \) corresponding to the reduced Planck's constant \( h/2\pi \).

If the standing field \( \varepsilon_{\delta}(x_0,t_0)=u_\delta(k_0x_0)\psi_{\delta}(\omega_0t_0) \) in (4), is related to an electron, the adiabatic invariant \( H \) becomes identical with the Planck's constant \( h \). From (23-25) we retrieve the de Broglie-Einstein's relations for matter \( E=mc^2=\hbar\omega/2\pi \), which served at the basis of Wave Mechanics. In Quantum Mechanics, it corresponds to the second quantification, expressing that it was introduced decades after the first quantification \( E=\hbar\nu \) for light by Planck. This relation must be written \( dE=\hbar d\nu=\epsilon^2 dm \) since light energy, which is emitted or absorbed by electrons, derives from variations of matter energy.

2.5 Gravitation and General Relativity

All above results derived from a scalar field \( \varepsilon \) propagating with a constant light velocity \( c \) in vacuum, according to the d'Alembertian equation (4). The standing waves properties, characterized in a rest system \((x_0,t_0)\) by separated space and time variables \( \varepsilon_{\delta}(x_0,t_0)=u_\delta(k_0x_0)\psi_{\delta}(\omega_0t_0) \), and a constant frequency \( \omega_\delta=\omega_0 \), hold their stability in space when they are in uniform motion. This is expressed by the arised Lorentz transformation.

Before its application to mechanics, and more generally to special relativistic physics, the Lorentz transformation characterized the structure of Maxwell's equations in vacuum. The presence of matter, as support of electric charges, modifies locally the field properties, through induced dielectric and magnetic permeability variations, so that the field velocity propagation \( c \) is no longer constant, and must be written \( C(x,t) \) (Elbaz, 2015). For instance, in optics, the variations are linked to a refraction index \( n(x,t)=c/C(x,t) \), characteristic of the medium, which is no longer empty.

Since almost standing waves behave like localized matter, we may expect that, as a secondary effect, their energy density \( \mu^2=\mu c^2 \) modifies very slightly the light velocity propagation of the field, so that it remains close to its vacuum constant value, becoming \( C(x,t)=\pm\delta C(x,t) \), with \( \delta C(x,t)<<c \). The relation \( v=\beta c \) shows that the local variations of the motion velocity \( v \) must follow, becoming \( V(x,t)=v=\pm\delta V(x,t) \), with \( \delta V(x,t)<< v \). Consequently, the Lorentz transformation, in which the velocities \( v \) and \( c \) are constant, appears only as expressing a local approximation limit, from a more general form with varying velocities, yielding slight variations of frequency \( \Omega(x,t)=K(x,t)C(x,t)=\omega=\pm\delta\Omega(x,t) \), and wave vector \( K(x,t)=k=\pm\delta K(x,t) \). Then, in a rest system, space and time terms are no longer fully separated in the expression \( \varepsilon_{\delta}(x_0,t_0)=U_\delta(x_0,t_0)\Psi_{\delta}(x_0,t_0) \). The invariant interval \( ds^2=c^2 dt^2-c^2dx^2 \), takes then the more general local form \( ds^2=\rho_\delta dx^i dx^j \), introducing the formalism of general relativity, and leading to all its developments and consequences.

Since the variations of all quantities are very slight in almost standing waves, as compared with their standing waves constant values, the Lorentz transformation remains locally verified when the velocity of propagation of the field \( C(x,t) \) reduces to \( c \) at first order approximation. Inversely, dynamical properties of almost standing waves arise from those of standing waves, through variation of constants method for velocities \( c \) and \( v \), while the mass density \( \mu^2=\mu c^2 \) of the standing wave limit remains unaffected in first approximation, according to (13), in the continuity equation (16) and (20):

\[ d(\mu V)/dt=-\nabla\mu C^2+\nabla(\mu V)^2/2\mu \]

\[ \mu dV/dt=-\mu V(C^2-V^2/2) \]

\[ dV/dt=\nabla(C(x,t)^2-V(x,t)^2/2) \]

\[ dV/dt_0=-\nabla_0 C^2(x_0,t_0)=-\nabla_0\Phi(x_0,t_0) \]

The acceleration \( dV/dt \) of an almost standing wave, either at rest or in motion, is locally independent of its energy density, equivalent to mass density of matter. This characterizes gravitation interaction (Elbaz, 2015). The gravitational potential \( \Phi(x,t)=C(x,t) \) is formally identical with the square of the local velocity of propagation of the field.

The relations (26) are consistent with physical origin of gravitation, exposed in 1912 by Einstein, in a preliminary article on general relativity of 1915, on \textit{Light velocity and static gravitation field}, (Einstein,1912) He established the equation \( \Delta C=0 \) in vacuum, generalizing the Poisson equation \( \Delta\Phi=0 \) for the gravitation potential.

3. Incompleteness of General Relativity

Since it derived gravitation and quantification of matter and interactions through adiabatic process, the scalar field following Einstein's program brings some elements to circumvent the two difficulties actualized by the
detection of gravitational waves: incompleteness of General Relativity theory with regard to its quantification, and coexistence of field and particle.

3.1 General Relativity and Quantum Theory

With regard to quantification, the scalar field $\varepsilon$ enlightens the lasting theoretical and experimental difficulties encountered by General Relativity.

From a theoretical point of view, it shows that the respective physical natures of gravitation and electromagnetic interactions are separated: gravitation results from local variations of speed of the field, while electromagnetic interaction and Planck's constant yielding quantification, result from local variations of frequencies.

Such physical difference brings justification encountered by gravitation for its quantification after one century of efforts, while electromagnetic interaction was closely linked to Planck's constant since its introduction.

The close physical relation between gravitation interaction and local variations of light velocity appeared implicitly at establishment of general relativity theory, beyond the occultation of its electromagnetic nature, and even of its physical meaning as velocity. As an extension of special relativity, the general relativity theory involved locally variable $g^{ij}$ coefficients for space-time metric of universe, instead of constant coefficients: velocity $c$ for light, and velocity $v$ for matter. In the space-time metric, the pillar term $c$ becomes then $C(x, t)$. The velocity of light varies following action of matter like in geometrical optics. The refraction index $n$ fixes then the geometry of light rays: strait lines for $n$ constant in homogenous medium, and curved lines when $n$ varies continuously. In optics light and its velocity $c$ are of electromagnetic nature. Such a physical property was abandoned at establishment of special relativity theory, following the extension of kinematic properties of charged matter, described by Maxwell's equations, to neutral matter described by mechanics (Einstein 1905). The term $c$ remained only a mathematical coefficient in space-time metric of universe.

The close physical relation between electromagnetic interaction and quantification, both resulting from local variations of frequencies, was explicit from the beginning, when Planck introduced his constant as a link between energies of oscillations of electrons and light radiations, and then in exchange of electromagnetic energies between localized matter and extended wave light. It was established in a wave-particle dual framework, before the advent of special relativity. Electrons as point-like particles with constant mass, were geometrically heterogeneous with regard to extended and continue radiation waves. In order to remain in a homogeneous field framework, Planck assimilated electrons to oscillators of electromagnetic field in 1900. Thus, he emphasized that his introduced constant was a specific property of oscillating extended field energy. But it was only implicit. In 1905, with the photoelectric effect, Einstein initiated the opposite current by showing that the field energy was constituted of particles. In appreciation of its importance, the Nobel Prize in 1921 awarded him for this discovery, and not for general relativity theory. It led to the present standard model. Consequently, when in 1911 Ehrenfest emphasized the role of oscillations, his works did not raise up enough interest. He established that the Planck's constant was an adiabatic invariant: a quantity which remained constant during energies transformations inside a cavity without outside exchanges (Ehrenfest, 1911), (Navarro, 2006). Until now, the Planck's constant is generally admitted as fundamental. A possible more profound physical signification, like a formal analogy with an adiabatic invariant, is mostly ignored. It is considered as less important than general its applications to all energies, at one and the same time for extended field interactions and for localized particles.

The detection of gravitational waves showed off two main results. It emphasized that the Planck's constant does not apply directly to the gravitational field, which is not quantized, and then not associated with mediating particles. It actualizes the problem of coexistence of particle and field, raised by Einstein about the incompleteness of the General Relativity equations.

3.2 General Relativity and Coexistence of Particle and Field

Einstein's comparing their left side to "one wing of a building made of fine marble" appears supported at different titles.

In one hand, the accuracy of Einstein's equations, lying essentially in the left side, has been improved by the higher precision required to detect the minuscule effect of gravitational waves with very small amplitude. Such a precision is consistent with the highest level of experimental precision reached for measurements of frequencies allowed by the international standard of time. In another hand, the gravity field is described by partial differential equations which were privileged by Einstein in his program.
From the deriving ε field we find an explanation for the minuscule effect, not only of gravitational waves, but of gravitation itself with regard to electromagnetic interaction: the gravitational waves represent only a fourth approximation of field-energy.

In order to fix it, we notice that isolated particles of matter, corresponding to as standing waves, are characterized by ω constant frequencies. They represent a first level of approximation for field-energy. Electromagnetic interactions, linked to slight local variations of frequencies δΩ(x,t) << ω correspond to second order approximations. In both cases the field-energy propagates at light velocity c in vacuum. Gravitation, linked to slight local variations of field velocity δC(x,t) << c represents a third level of approximation. Gravitational waves, as variations of gravitation energy, correspond then only to a fourth level of approximation for field-energy.

The right side of the equations, compared by Einstein’s to “one wing of which is built of low grade wood” appears supported at different titles.

By comparison with gravity field, the mass-energy density is described with a much lower precision, particularly because the international standard of mass is still defined through a macroscopic body.

Nevertheless matter plays an important role of in the right side by determining the properties of gravitational field in the left side, without being directly affected in return. Notwithstanding, the gravitational waves propagate at light velocity c in vacuum. It is theoretically obtained by cancelling the right side, outside matter, either because matter-energy is geometrically well localized like in particles, or it no longer present like after black holes collapse. This raises some questions: since gravity is closely linked to matter, while gravitational waves propagate in vacuum, should gravity exist without matter? And then, what should be the physical nature of the medium of propagation: a new kind of ether deprived of electromagnetic properties as Einstein questioned (Einstein, 1920)?

4. Conclusion
The above features emphasize the pre-eminence of the field with regard to matter, as posited by Einstein in his program.

The following ε scalar field offers means to circumvent difficulties raised about the incompleteness of general relativity theory with regard to the problem of coexistence of particle and field and quantum gravitation.

It derives particles of matter from standing waves which singularizes with two main properties: stable localization in space, behaving as point-like in the geometrical optics approximation for very high frequencies undetectable experimentally, and holding in motion with a constant speed strictly inferior to speed of light.

It shows that quantification does not concern especially directly gravitation since it derives from variations of speed of field, but more directly electromagnetic interaction which is linked to variations of frequency like the Planck’s constant.

More generally the ε scalar field allows a little deeper insight into foundations of relativity theories. The standing waves exhibits kinematical and dynamical properties are formally identical with matter.

They yield the special relativity framework with the Lorentz transformation and the space-time metric of universe with constant coefficients, and the general relativity framework when they vary locally.

It supplements them by introducing a space-like u amplitude function, to describe the space extension of a standing field, introducing the energy density u² and the energy-momentum conservation law and the least action principle, usually admitted as fundamental.

It forms a common and homogenous framework for classical and quantum physics and for the coexistence of matter particle and interactions field, paving the way toward a unified physical approach of universe properties, according to Einstein’s program.
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